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COMPETITION TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS
Competitions are open to all UK residents aged 18 or over, excluding 
employees or agents of the associated publishing company and their 
families. One entry per person. The prizes and giveaways are as specified 
on the relevant pages. No cash alternatives. Entries must be via post 
or email as stated (no purchase necessary). Illegible entries and those 
that do not abide by these terms and conditions will be disqualified. No 
responsibility is held for entries lost, delayed or damaged in the post, 
proof of posting is not proof of delivery. Your details will be processed 
by Crest Publications (publishers of Simply Vegetables magazine on 
behalf of the NVS) in full accordance with data protection. The decision 
of the judge is final and no correspondence will be entered into. Winners 
will be notified by phone, email or post, a list of winners is available 
on request from Crest Publications, 12 Brooklands Court, Kettering 
Parkway, Kettering Venture Park, Kettering, Northants, NN15 6FD.

MEMBERS IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please note that the law on data protection changed on May 25th 2018. In your previous edition of the SV 
Magazine, you received a consent form  which we requested that you complete and return. This was to be 
read in conjunction with the NVS Privacy Notice. We have started to receive members consent forms and 
would like to thank all who have returned them to date. I would like to reiterate the importance of swift 
return of your consent form, especially by our officers, judges and lecturers, because if we don’t receive 
these back,  we must remove your contact details from the Directory, web site and SV magazine. thank 
you in advance for your assistance. The sooner we do this, the sooner we can release information to local 
clubs, groups and societies when they request a list of local judges in their area to assist in Judging a show.
The NVS does have an annual certificate of cover from the ICO (Information Commission Office), which 
can protect its members from unauthorised contact by individuals and organisations acting without NVS 
permission. Action can and will be taken against such activities on behalf of the member if required. The 
Trustees are always seeking ways of reducing running costs of the Society and improving the services 
and information provided to its members. One such way is attracting on-line advertising from carefully 
screened, reputable and relevant companies in the horticultural sector with paid for advertising in NVS 
media and also support of other activities through sponsorship. Where such companies request reciprocal 
membership data for the purpose of direct mailing, the NVS will no longer forward your details unless your 
consent has been given  to do so.
A further update regarding the status on the NVS’s implementation of new processes will be provided in 
the next edition of the SV Magazine.
Fiona Shenfield FNVS, General Secretary
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